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第一章  绪论  本章主要阐述了论文的研究背景、研究目的和研究意义，对
国内外商业银行绩效评价的研究动态进行了回顾，界定了本文的研究范围、研究
方法和提出创新点。 

















































Finace is the core of modern economy, the banking industry is pillar industry of 
the financial industry. Since the 21ST century, the world economics development even 
more depends on the financial great stable development. The America financial crisis 
lets us profoundly understand the financial trength. Along with Chinese market 
economy gradually consummation, the degree of financial liberalization and the 
foreign countries opening up gradually enhance in the future, we will be more 
vulnerable to the impact of world financial markets. In order to adapt to the fierce 
competition of the commercial bank and keep watch on the financial risk, it is a 
important and urgency task to build the effective performance valuation system and 
improve the commercial bank operation. This article provides the commercial bank 
performance valuation index system and real diagnosis analysis. This article includes 
six chapters. 
 First chapter, which is the part of Introduction, explains the research 
background、research purpose and research meaning, and review the literature 
research in home and aboard. It also clearly demonstrate the research content、
research method and innovation. 
Second chapter, the analysis of commercial bank performance evaluation system 
in home and aboard In one side, the current commercial bank performance evaluation 
system play the positive impact, in another side, the current commercial bank 
performance evaluation system also has the fault and shortage; we need to improve 
the commercial bank evaluation system. 
Third chapter, the building of commercial bank performance valuation system 
firstly, we identify the importance of the commercial bank performance valuation 
system, and then demonstrate the relative theories about the commercial bank 
performance valuation system, the relationship of the  “three characters” principle 
and performance valuation index ,and present the principle about the performance 
system, finally we build the specific financial index and non-financial index in the 
commercial bank performance valuation index system. 
Fourth chapter, the classify comparison research on the commercial bank 















article analysis the financial performance index from four aspects ,such as the debt 
paying ability、assert management ability、profit ability and continuous developing 
ability, including the large commercial banks and the city commercial bank. 
Fifth chapter, the comprehensive comparison on the commercial bank 
performance valuation under the Entropy Method The index weight is the most 
important thing in the financial performance comprehensive comparison; we need to 
choose the scientific approach to identity the index weight in order to retionalise the 
index weight. The article uses the Entropy Method to identify the commercial bank 
financial performance comprehensive value and do the empirical study on the bank 
samples. 
Sixth chapter, the improving approach on the commercial bank performance on 
the base of commercial bank financial performance analysis, we present the 
improving approach on the commercial bank performance system 
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